
Dear Sir/Madam 

My name is Mustafa Can Koka and I am 30 years old. I graduated from Şişli Terakki high school in 

2004 and from Koç University in 2008. I studied International Relations at Koç University. I am playing 

water polo since 1996 and I have various achievements with my former club Istanbul Yüzme İhtisas 

Klübü. I participated in 24th University Olympics at Bangkok with Turkish National water polo team in 

2007.  

After my military duty I started to work for American & Kuwait based Logistics Company which is 

called Agility Logistics. I worked as a Management Trainee there between December 2009 and 

November 2010. I worked at Sea Export and Air Import departments and had chance to see every 

phase of trading and logistics.  

Since December 2010 I am working for Aygaz as LPG Supply and Trading Specialist. I am responsible 

for LPG trading and supply of Aygaz. Base on yearly demand I am preparing a supply plan and getting 

in touch with producers and traders all over the world. We are trying to split the risk between 

regions so that we will have an ongoing supply system. In this respect I am following reports and 

daily market news about potential suppliers and alternative markets. 

Aygaz owns four LPG carriers and I am responsible for their employment too. Depending on the 

product flow and vessel capacities I prepare monthly loading plans and base on that I am either 

chartering additional LPG carriers to our system or chartering our vessel out. I also have to monitor 

them in daily basis so that I can make necessary changes in the former plan on time. 

As I am getting in touch with different Major Oil Companies from all over the world, I learn more 

about their energy activities and opinions about energy market. On our meetings with them I have 

the chance to see what threats and opportunities they are foreseeing about energy markets. 

Rapid changes in global markets and technological developments expands the demand to energy and 

makes it essential for everybody. It will be a privilege for me to participate in this program so that I 

can listen experiences and ideas of important speakers who are influencing the energy market. 

Solar Energy can be discussed in this or upcoming meeting. Turkey’s place in world solar energy map 

is much better compare to the countries which already invest on Solar Energy (Especially the ones in 

Europe). I believe that each individual have a general idea about solar energy however with 

experienced mentors and investors’ participation, the awareness of attendees can be increased and 

they can have broader idea about it. 

As young attendees we can contribute to program by advising possible mentors or speakers. In this 

respect I believe that participation of Elon Musk who is the founder of Tesla Motors and Solarcity can 

bring a huge value to the program and can increase the awareness to the Solar Energy.  

            

            With Regards 

         Mustafa Can Koka 


